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ABSTRACT

Nowadays, surgical interventions are caring out more and more in Minimally Invasive Surgery (MIS) to make the post-operative constraints less painful for the patient. Traditionally, new surgical tools were designed after informal discussions between surgeons and designers despite of the existing difference between the surgeon's needs and the designer's proposition. In this paper, firstly we try to propose an innovative process design method with a better integration of the user which allows the designer to design surgical tools more adapted to surgical procedure and more supporting for the surgeon’s ideas. This proposition consists in a new idea on the integration of the Scenario Based Design Methodology and the confrontation of:

- Evolution of the surgical tool prototypes,
- Modification of surgical procedure.

This situation will be able to decrease the differences between the surgeons' needs and the designed tools and their usage. As you will see in the second part of this paper, we develop the application of the proposed Co-Evolutive Design Process methodology to the lumbar arthrodesis surgery, with the explanation of prototype and surgical procedure evolutions.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In all the production domains, we usually notice a difference between the user's idea and the designer's proposal product. This variable difference depends on the design process methodology used by the enterprise. In the surgical domain, this problem appears more seriously because of the large space between the proficiency of the user and the designer. Moreover, there is such a difficulty of medical terms routinely employed by the surgeon to explain his need, which causes to reduction of an instantaneous comprehension by designers. Knowing that the relation between surgeon and designer plays an important role in the design process, a little disturbance ends a dysfunction in the definition cycle of the product. The aim of this study is to modify the design process for better understandings and more complementarities between surgeons and designers.

In this paper, firstly we will present the notion of co-Evolutive design process which is a proposition of representation of the process design where the problem and the solution evolve parallel. Then, we explain that the complexity of the medical devices needs specific methodology to be well designed with taking into account a maximum of the users constrains. The next section of this paper deals with the proposition of a new co-Evolutive design process methodology where we show the progress of the surgical instrument prototype and the adapted surgical procedure. Finally, an example of application in real environment with surgeons is developed with the explanation of the applied method.

1.1 The Integrated and co-Evolutive Design Process

Design process as the term used in French studies "Conception" is supposed to be parallel (sharing of tasks between designers) and integrated [1]. In the studies of mechanical design process, integration of knowledge in the process is an important point of view for formalising the knowledge. There are some
theories and methodologies like General Design Theory ([2], [3] and [4]), and Abstract Design Theory [5] which described a design process model as knowledge operations where critical stages are one to find out design solutions that fulfil requirements and one to enrich the attributive and functional information about selected design solutions. On the other hand, they represent design information and knowledge to be handled by a designer. This means that we need theories and methodologies to capture, represent, model, and codify design knowledge and information.

Studies of how describing the evolution of problem and the solution in design process are needed to evaluate in real-world projects, provide direction for improving them, enhance our general understanding of what co-evolution contribute to design. Four main studies are reviewed below. In addition, the literature contains studies in which researchers apply their own integrated design approach to illustrate the viability and flow of knowledge [6] or to axiomatic design formulation [7].

The qualities of these additional researches unsaid, they cannot replace studies of real product.
Blanco explained the emergence of the product in the design process by a succession of conjectures and evaluations, which will take part in the joint development of the project and the solution (Figure 1-A) [8][9]. In [10], Brissaud et al. proposed a model of the design process intended to represent the zigzags followed by the reasoning of the originators during an experiment of design (Figure 1-B). According to this model, two distinct spaces cohabit, on the one hand the space of the problem and on the other hand the space of the solution. The originators pass alternatively from the one to the other by the means of conjectures proposing a contribution to the solution and of expressions of criteria applied (negatively or positively) to this conjecture and redefining the problem.

Dorst and Cross [11] described the creativity in the design process through the co-evolution of the problem and solution. In [12], the authors propose an explicitly qualified model of co-evolutif of the design process. Lonchampt defines the activities conducted by the designers at the time of the navigation in and between the two domains of problem and solution [13]: conjecture (C), Definition of the solution (D), Evaluation (E) and Representation of the problem (R). Both models are shown in Figure 1-C and 1-D.

Based on these views, we will try to give an approach on the co-Evolutive model of design process. Note that many papers intend to serve a conceptual framework for knowledge in design process; in the next part, we will present a new methodology for design process for surgical mechanical instrument design. This model could be considered on the one hand a representation of tool, and on the other hand of situation of use.
1.2 Needs and Innovations in Minimally Invasive Surgery

In the last section we presented some co-Evolutiv e models of design process based on the parallel evolution of problem and solution. After a little introduction about the Minimally Invasive Surgery (MIS), we will present in this part reflections about complexity of medical instruments design and some about the Scenario Based Design (SBD) which constitute another proposition for the better integration of the user in the Design Process.

1.2.1 Introduction to the MIS

Currently, the consequences are very handicapping after hard classical surgical interventions. Scientific progress of the last decades makes more and more possible to satisfy the needs for the surgeons in terms of surgical materials and more precisely of surgical tools. Thus, the MIS appeared in operating rooms in the years 1990. MIS has the main objectives to make the post-operative constraints less painful for the patient, mainly by modifying the operative process with the aim of introducing miniaturized or modified tools inside the human body.

1.2.2 Complexity of new medical instruments

Surgical instruments are tools or devices that perform such functions as cutting, dissecting, grasping, holding, retracting, or suturing. Most surgical instruments are made from stainless steel. Other metals, such as titanium, chromium, vanadium, and molybdenum, are also used [14].

Some studies presented a new approach to modelling medical design with the new technologies, like a computer implemented format [15]. The whole system perspective used an agent based methodology whereby actor and service agents cooperated to produce a treatment decision based on medical evidence whilst the system adapted to its users’ demands and perceived profiles. More precisely, development of a new instrument or operation or treatment is reviewed as a systematic and organized process. The complexity engendered by such an approach was handled according to a separation of concerns principle. In this way, the complex interactions of medical concerns and techno engineering possibilities are dealt with as separate aspects of the design process, thus modularising the complexity and incorporating clinical governance concerns into system aspects.

Bas de Mol in his studies about designing medical technology pointed out a paradox of technology-based progress in design in medical technology. “Technology promises progress but also implies threats and it is thus something lay people should fear.” [16]. One of his several reasons seems to be the impossibility to control of the shortcomings. The aforementioned threats are susceptible to control, which should start at the design stage. If one is aware of the principles creating these threats to operation safety concerns and the credibility of instrument technology, one can focus on proactive progress control. Despite the fact that questions about optimisation remain secondary to objectives, the consequences of failure are well known. The question whether a new instrument or drug is safe enough compared to the standard treatment is being taken more and more seriously, especially within a framework of the current regulatory system.

1.2.3 Toward the Scenario Based Design Methodology

The complexity of medical instruments in proved. A proposition to design medical systems as closer as possible to the idea and needs of the users is to design with them.

A Participatory Design (PD) workshop is one in which developers, business representatives and users work together to design a solution [17]. PD workshops are most effective early in the design process, when ideas can be less constrained by existing code or other infrastructure. In PD, the users are involved in development of the products; in essence they are co-designers. A great number of projects are currently made around Software, Web and Human-Machine Interface development [18].

The main advantage of the user centred design (UCD) approach is that a deeper understanding of the psychological, organizational, social and ergonomic factors that affect the use of computer technology emerges from the involvement of the users at every stage of the design and evaluation of the product [19]. The involvement of users assures that the product will be suitable for its intended purpose in the environment in which it will be used. This approach leads to the development of products that are more effective, efficient, and safe.
The UCD methodology allows designers to imagine and create an appropriate product to the user. Unfortunately in some cases, this product can become too much specific and adapted only to one user, not to a whole of users. For these reasons and to avoid the case of a too specific tool, we will discuss in the next section, the proposal to experiment the Scenario-Based Design methodology (SBD).

The SBD allows designers to create new tools and devices with user participation during all the primary phases of the design process. Many papers deal with the advantages of the SBD and with the way of creating scenarios [20]. In SBD, descriptions of situations become more than just orienting examples and background data, they become first-class design objects. Scenario-based design takes literally the adage that a tool is what people can do with it — the consequences it has for them and for their activities that use it.

In SBD, scenarios of established work practice are constructed. Each scenario depicts actors, goals, supporting tools and other artefacts, and a sequence of thoughts, actions, and events, through which goals are achieved, transformed, obstructed, and/or abandoned. The scenarios are iteratively analyzed, revised, and refined.

However, Bordeleau and al. explain that, to the best of their knowledge, there exists no patterns that address the difficult problem of integrating a set of possibly concurrent and interacting scenarios into a set of component behaviours [21]. They describe one of the several behaviour integration patterns they have identified to help designers define communicating hierarchical state machines from scenario models.

In this first part, we have presented proposed researches about Integrated and co-Evolutive Design Process, mainly by introducing the representation of the relation between problem and solution. We shown reflections about complexity of medical instruments design and explain that SBD can answer the issue of a better integration of the user in the Design Process.

2 PROPOSAL OF AN APPROPRIATED METHODOLOGY

2.1 A Co-Evolutive model

In this chapter we propose a vision-review on current models and new point of view in the area of process integration and knowledge resources management. It focuses on the conceptual process design approach and offers some comments on the recent tendencies in Bioinstrumentation and process system engineering practice. The discussion is extended to the area of instrument (tool) development starting with the simultaneous progress in use.

The two domains of this co-Evolutive approach (instrument and use) appeared separately in the literatures. One of the main categories of development models for product in mechanical and industrial domain concerned representing the needs in design process for example in integrated design and Concurrent engineering [22]. The other category which appeared in the literature correlates the domains of the representation of the product development [23], definition of the usage position [24], and the examination of the tool by expert user [25]. On the other hand, studies of ergonomics proposed the models based on observation of user needs. SBD, as will be discussed, PD, UCD are the most famous examples in this case. Since the first paper written on the specification for the method in 1967 by Annett and Duncan, the past 38 years have seen many developments in ergonomics research and methods hierarchical task analysis (HTA) has remained a central approach.

Why the existing methodologies couldn’t be used? As we discussed in the first part, there are two approaches in this case, first those who talk about the co-evolution of problem and the solution, and second those who propose the simulation like a reliable situation for verifying the solution. We will describe in our model as the schematic form below (Figure 2) that the confrontation between declared need and proposed solution may be used not only as the insight of clarifying the need but also for the modification of the solution. This point of view matters in the condition that the use (who could be considered like a problem) couldn’t be clearly defined, for example in the innovative surgery. In this proposition, each arrow shows progress of its subject with time. The procedure between one positions to another pass through another stage called emulation. Emulation is a physical experience or test (against simulation in the virtual environment) but in the unreal environment. It means a confrontation
between instrument and the use, including the user. In other words, in emulation the prototype of instrument is employed by the user in a modelled situation of use.

There are two activities in this model. The first one is the confrontation analysis of tool and the operation, which can be called the problem description stage. In this stage, a problem is explained as a malfunction function of instrument regarding its task associated. The second activity is the solution synthesis compared to the discussed problems and the behaviour of use. A new solution could push some modifications in instrument criteria and also in the use scenario.

The schematic forms of these two activities are shown in figure 3-A and 3-B. We will need an interface between any of two major arrows and the emulation stage. These two interfaces should provide a representation of instrument and use which could be analysed in details in the confrontation. It means that each interface has to present its domain (instrument or use) in the emulation, and secondly this presentation has to be connected to the other one. Further to this reason, we select two interfaces one from mechanical domain for the representation of instrument, and the other from ergonomics domain for description of use.

The first step of FA is validation of the costumers’ demands. A function is defined as exclusive description of the action of the product or one of its constituents. Two types of function can be distinguished: Service function and technical function. Service function is defined as an action which product is supposed to be or to do, in order to satisfy a part of demand asked by a certain user.
Technical function is an action of one of the constituents or contraction among constituents of the product in order to guaranty the service function.

**Characterization of the function**

The characteristic used for evaluation of expected performance is named appreciation criteria. It should be mentioned that a function might be associated with more than one appreciation criteria. In order to get a position on the measurement scale of appreciation criteria a level should be defined. A table of characterization is employed for formulation of criteria of appreciations and their attributes (Table 1).

![Table 1. Characterization of the function for a mechanical instrument](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Criteria of appreciation</th>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Flexibility</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**2.3 Task analysis**

The aim of task analysis is to display and describe the tasks, which should be carried out in order to perform a work. A precise task analysis can also be used to predict or describe the user performance in a given environment. In other words, task analysis consists of relations among objectives, tasks and actions, e.g. to understand the users’ objectives and how the user passes from objectives to tasks and then to actions in order to reach the goals.

One of the key distinctions between use of scenario and task analysis and this model is that the former are grounded examples of specific experience, whereas models are more abstract representations of phenomena in the real world. Unfortunately, the term ‘scenario’ has been abused in the literature and a large number of definitions exist [26]. Indeed, much of the scenario literature, especially in the software engineering tradition [27], is in fact describing event-sequence traces through state transition models. According to the discussion, finally we chose the model named Participatory Design: "Moments" Theory and Implementation [28]. Figure 4 presents a schematic view of this model.

![Figure 4. Schematic representation of moments and transitions](image)

**2.4 The Solution Synthesis**

The aim of this synthesis is to build a new solution from the two analyses described in the precedent paragraph. The synthesis of the functional analysis and the tasks analysis allows the reflexion and then the proposal to new functions for the surgical tools. In the same way, a new proposal of successive surgical actions is done and the surgical procedure (use) evolves in parallel with the surgical tools (instruments) (Figure 2).

**3 APPLICATION IN LUMBAR ARTHRODESIS SURGERY**

Our aim is to propose the application of the SBD methodology and the new co-Evolutive methodology in the surgical domain, with the aim of proposing new surgical tools adapted to the requirement of the user.

For the detection and the analysis of the surgeon needs, we have to understand this specific surgical operation, the goals and use of the target user in its real environment.
3.1 Description of the operation
In this specific surgical application studied, a particular lumbar fracture is caused by 50% of the serious sport accidents (falls of motorbike, ski, and parapet, etc.). Currently, the "classical" lumbar arthrodesis operation (placed an implant on the L1 vertebra) is carried out by tools introduced against the patient's back through a 25cm large incision. It is a heavy surgical operation consisting in reforming the vertebra fractured, while having beforehand repositioned the adjacent vertebrae with their origin positions. The post operative consequences are very handicapping.

Following this observation, the surgeon has explained his need concerning the use of minimally invasive surgical tools.

Currently, implant represented in figure 5 is set up through a 25cm large incision. That is why the main stem can be "easily" inserted in the three screw heads.

![Figure 5. Picture of one part of the current implant placed on the lumbar vertebra of the patient](image)

3.2 SBD approach in MIS

3.2.1 Preliminary works for the first Emulation
Some specific diagrams of the current operative procedure have been written in collaboration with the user. Starting from this diagram, we have identified specific heavy surgical acts where the surgeon uses "classical" surgical tools. This operative part of the complete operative procedure must be modified and adapted to the new surgical tools proposed (SP1 in figure 6).

In MIS, the multiple holes don't allow this "simple" action. In agreement with the surgeon, it has been decided to design a prototype inspired from another surgical tool used from femur fracture. It consists of an L-shape tool the surgeon can easily hold in one hand (P1 in figure 6). The tip of this tool represents the stem which must cross the three screw heads.

![Figure 6. Evolution of the Prototype and the Surgical Procedure versions on the proposed Co-Evolutive model](image)

Healthcare professionals are the ones that can provide scenarios and checking them for realism and accuracy. The surgical tools must be tested under conditions that are as realistic as possible.
In figure 7, we see the surgeon using the prototype P1 in the operative room. During this first Emulation E1, he evaluates the prototype of the surgical tool in the same time than the surgical Procedure SP1.

The difficulty resides in the fact that there is no visibility inside the human body during all this new established operative procedure. The precise placement of the holes (located compared to the vertebrae) depends of the knowledge and the experience of the surgeon. The delicate insertion of the screws through the skin, muscles and grease, without damages caused to the patient, requires the design of complementary surgical tools.

Figure 7. The surgeon is using the first prototype P1 during the first Emulation E1 in real environment

3.2.2 Preparation of the SBD

The decision of SBD and the specific scenario implies a particular preparation of a mannequin which represents the patient [29]. Due to this specific surgical operation, the mannequin must integrate a fractured column and due to the scenario prepared, the surgeon has to preliminary placed three screws in three vertebral pedicles.

Prototypes simulate the user interface, they are used to select alternative designs and uncover problems [30]. A prototype’s fidelity, or resemblance to a working device, is determined by its physical and/or conceptual attributes. If installation, control and display layout, or manual operation (i.e. of surgical tools) are of special interest, mock-ups should be used for physical simulations, or “playing”. Users can perform the procedural steps to confirm or repudiate the design or layout details.

In the case of small, iterative, prototype evaluations conducted throughout development, two or three participants per test may be sufficient [30]. Employees such as clinical staff may be used, although repeated use of the same individuals can bias the findings. Full usability tests require larger samples drawn directly from the user population. If a device is intended for a fairly homogenous population, data obtained with about 10 individuals' representative of that population may be sufficient to eliminate most problems.

To write a scenario, it is necessary to describe in a simple language the interaction which needs installation. It is important to put of references to technology, except when technology represents a constraint of design which must be represented [31]. It is thus always necessary to have the scenario read again by a user to be sure that it is representative of the real world in which he evolves.

In agreement with the surgeon, we have decided to begin the scenario at a certain stage of the new established operational procedure. Then the scenario makes it possible to mainly test the prototype of tool proposed.
To recover a maximum of information at the end of this experiment, instructions were clearly notified to the surgeon. Frontal and general video cameras and a micro tie were installed to clearly observe the user and record its remarks.

3.3 Application of the proposed co-Evolutive Methodology: Emulations and analyses

3.3.1 General idea
To establish a novel method of analysis, firstly, the knowledge and applications of the interventions should be clarified during the design process. This knowledge is often consists of the order of know-hows used by experts and the applications derived from specializations done in the field. For this reason, we use task analysis modelling, which is one of the mostly used issues in ergonomics and is propagated in several fields such as software engineering, artificial intelligence, and robotics in order to set up human-machine dialogues [32].

In the applied case of new surgical instrument design, we prepared a data collecting form in order to bring together all the possible information from observation in the operating bloc (Table 2). We got the form filled in four steps:

- First, before the operation, asking the surgeon to explain successive objectives of the operation,
- Second, during the operation with the prototype, we asked him to describe what he does and his complement about the instrument. Both of his act and voice were recorded with two different cameras, one established on his head for recording what he sees,
- Third, just after the operation, he asked to summarize his operation and advantages and disadvantages,
- The forth step: some days after, he watches the film of the operation and clarify what he did. In the same time, the filled part of form was verified with the surgeon.

We repeated this emulation twice (E1 and E2) with two different surgeons and while the prototype and the Surgical Procedure were modified according to the results of the first Emulation (E1). Also, the operation scenario was developed for examination more utilities. Finally, the condition of emulation was improved like the mannequin, and the observation setting.

To classify and to allow an easier analysis of the surgeon actions during the emulation, we propos to define these terms:
- An act: it is done by a user. It plays the role of the modification of the environment in which it is developed or of the changing a mental state.
- A surgical gesture: it is an act carried out by a single user, maybe with an instrument, on a precise area of the patient’s body and for certain duration.
- An action: it consists of a series of surgical gestures. These actions can be broken down into operation elements in order to reach one of the successive objectives of the operation.

From these definitions, we propose to collect in the table below (Table 2), the data recovered following the emulation:

### Table 2. The surgeon acts classification form.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute</th>
<th>Example of Values</th>
<th>Example of Applied form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Class</td>
<td>Surgical Act / Control</td>
<td>Surgical act</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>Gesture / Visual</td>
<td>Push down</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acting Person</td>
<td>Surgeon / Nurse</td>
<td>Surgeon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instrument</td>
<td>List of instruments / Without</td>
<td>Kirchner broche</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location</td>
<td>On patient body</td>
<td>level of the spin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length</td>
<td>Time</td>
<td>3-5 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repeat</td>
<td>Number</td>
<td>3 times</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.3.2 **Detail experiment**

We presented below in more details an example of data collected and analysed.

In a first time, the surgeon S1 uses the prototype P1 with the surgical procedure SP1 during the Emulation E1.

One scenario is expected with some goals described by the surgeon, for example:
- Goal B1: Positioning the stem of *Protige* (name of the new instrument) in the heads of three screws,
- Goal B2: Fixing the stem in the screws heads.

These two goals are accomplished by carrying out some surgical gestures. These gestures are written in the *surgeon acts classification form* (Table 3) as below.

**Table 3. The surgeon acts classification form: the gestures G01 and G09 of the Emulation E1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Act</th>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Actor</th>
<th>Tool</th>
<th>Localisation</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(G01) Locate the vertebra</td>
<td>Surgical Act</td>
<td>Manual locate</td>
<td>Surgeon</td>
<td>Without tool</td>
<td>Patient's back</td>
<td>3-5 s</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(G09) Fix the stem</td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>Visual control</td>
<td>Surgeon</td>
<td>Radiography</td>
<td>Head of the screw on the vertebra</td>
<td>10-12 s</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We defined the whole of the surgical gestures in a library: the surgical gesture number XX is thus noted (GXX).

Once this classification form completed, it is easy for us to know the succession of the actions carried out by the surgeon to satisfy his goal. Thus, to satisfy B2:
- Action 1: To keep the stem in the screws heads (G08, G09, G11).
- Action 2: To descend the bolt towards the screw head by the passage gun (G14, G15, G16, G18, G20).
- Action 3: to tighten the screws by maintaining the stem in the head of the three screws (G21, G23, G26, G27, G28).

The successive steps described above enable us to propose modifications not only to satisfy the requirements of the surgeons (actions to realise), but also to translate these users' requirements into functional requirements for the designers (functions for the tools).

For example, the prototype of the surgical tool (tool which cannot explicitly be shown because in validation by a company):
- Surgeon's point of view: curve of the stem related to the prototype (this stem must be more curved because the user is obstructed by the patient's skin at the entrance point) compared to the G02 gesture,
- Designer's point of view: the stem must have a standard curve which must be easily adjustable according to the patient: the material should be considered.

3.3.3 **Towards the next emulation**

Thanks to these analyses made at the end of the first Emulation E1, a new Action 3 is proposed. More details and specific explanations are given to the surgeon for a better use of the new prototype P2 proposed:

**Action 3:** To be able to descend and fix the bolts in the heads of the screws, the stem and the three passage guns must be maintained at the same time.

These simultaneous actions imply the realization of a groove in the tip of the passage gun to allow a guidance of the stem in the alignment of the screws heads. The modifications of the surgical tools prototypes P2 are in reflexion and we are thinking in the same time, with the surgeon, about a new surgical procedure SP3 adapted to these future tools.
4 CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES

In this paper, we proposed a new model of co-Evolutive methodology for integrated design. Based on the literature about similar approach on co-Evolutive progression of problems and solutions, we proposed this design process which integrate the evolution of the surgical instruments in the same time than its usage. In this case, the complexity of the medical instruments is taking into account. The SBD is also integrated in this model: the surgeon is completely included in this model and all the scenarios are thinking with the users.

The confrontation and the solution synthesis are proposed in this article, by developing the functional analysis and the task analysis. The functional analysis (Table 1 proposed area tool) allows a recapitulation and a speed reading of the functions, their characterizations, and margin accepted for the levels of the appreciation criteria.

The tasks analysis is realised thanks to the surgeon acts classification form (Table 2): in a first time, the different goals are defined by the surgeon. Then, this table is completed by all the acts (class, type, actor, tool, localisation, duration) which realise an action and which are necessary to achieve the goal. The last part of this paper deals with the two experimentations with surgeon in the operative bloc. Two Emulation have been made: the propositions of new surgical tools functions and new surgical procedure adapted have been noticed and analysed to complete our co-Evolutive model proposal. All the goals, surgical gestures and actions are listed for complement study.

Our future work concerns firstly the observations of the current design processes in the industry. Then, it consists in a more precise analyse of the actor's chain and tools which support the discussion, communication and needs expressions. Then, the observation of the relations with users will help us to propose and increase more and more the co-Evolutive design process model.
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